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                History, wine and earth,

an inseparable union


Castel Sallegg Wine Estate since 1851


STORY WINEYARDS WINES

            

        

    








    
        
            


	
	


            Our values

    
		
					
				Castel Sallegg is a family-run firm of winegrowers in Caldaro, Alto Adige. Making our own wines mean that we are fully dedicated to Alto Adige’s winegrowing culture and we feel it is our task to bring Alto Adigeean wines to a wider audience of wine-lovers in both Italy and the world.

			

		

        

    

	



    
        	





	
                



    	




		

	
	
	
	
	
	
    


                  
                
                
                                                                                


                

                

                    
                        Passion

                        You can only maintain an activity over the long term if you really love it, constantly working at it and continuously improving. Tending the vines throughout the year, harvesting the grapes by hand and working conscientiously in the cellar… this does not tire us but rather spurs us on.
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                        Tradition

                        An awareness of history, tradition and responsibility is deeply rooted in the family of the Counts von Kuenburg. The von Kuenburg family have been the guarantors of the quality of the wines produced at Castel Sallegg for over a century.
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                        Terroir

                        Everything can change within just a few metres … we seek the right soils and suitable microclimate for each grape variety so that it can best develop. Our task is to harmonise the three basic factors of soil, climate and working in the vineyards while ensuring due respect for nature.
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                        Sustainability

                        After an external Audit Castel Sallegg has taken the path to sustainability. This transition will contribute to improving environmental health, social and economic equity.
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            Wine Shop

    
		
					
				CASTEL SALLEGG - Wine Shop

Vicolo di Sotto 15  I 39052 Caldaro sulla Strada del Vino (BZ)

Tel. +39 0471 963 132  I Mob. +39 348 7399405


vinothek@castelsallegg.it

info@castelsallegg.it


 


Enjoy the unique atmosphere of our castle.


 


Opening times: 


 


January - March 2024




Monday - Thursday 


10am-1pm I 2:30pm - 5pm

Please ring in the afternoon!


 


Friday


10am-1pm


 


Closed on Saturday and Sunday.


 


We look forward to your visit. 
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                        NOBILIS

                        The personality of our vines and our soils for the fine daily moment of pleasure.


From the grapes harvested by hand, we obtain wines with floral and fruity aromas typical of each grape variety.
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                        SERENIS

                        Time gives elegance to wines - for those special moments in everyday life.


Riserva: In our historic cellars they mature for at least 2 years to fully develop their character and enrich their bouquet.
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                        IMPERIALIS

                        Excellent wines, refined and characterized by unique quality features. For demanding palates and connoisseurs at the highest level.


Wines made to accompany the significant moments in your life.


Behind each of these wines is a story that makes them stand out in the South Tyrolean wine landscape.
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                    Contact


WINERY CASTEL SALLEGG

Vicolo di Sotto 15

39052 Caldaro sulla Strada del Vino (BZ) I Alto Adige I Italy

Tel. +39 0471 96 31 32   

info@castelsallegg.it

www.castelsallegg.it 


Legal domicile


KUENBURG GRAF EBERHARD & CO SAS

Via della Mostra 3

39100 Bolzano (BZ) I Alto Adige I Italy

VAT nr./COD.FISC.: 01207400217

                

                -Credits-Privacy-Cookie                 

            

            
                
                    Wine Shop


Opening times: 


 


January - March 2024

Monday - Thursday : 10am-1pm I 2:30pm - 5pm

Friday: 10am-1pm


Closed on Saturday and Sunday.
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                I confirm that I have read the information provided regarding the protection of personal data and agree that my personal data can be used for the relevant purposes.            
        

        
            
                
                You agree that your provided personal data can also be used to send you information about our product development, proposals, emails and letters. Your data cannot be divulged to third parties. You may revoke the consent at any time.            
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